**Coral® move vision FR**

**DESIGN FREEDOM**

Whilst offering the same technical characteristics as Coral Move FR, Coral Move Vision FR uses a digital printing process. This allows for far greater customisation possibilities in terms of design and colour.

The digital printing process makes non-linear type designs possible, is perfect for more complicated designs or where there are many different colourways within a design. Pantone and RAL colours can be matched.

You can work with our dedicated design team on an individual project basis to ensure that the resulting Coral Move Vision FR carpet meets your precise design and colour requirements.
ONCE ALL IS APPROVED BY THE CUSTOMER, THE ORDER CAN THEN BE PRODUCED.

Create your own masterpiece using our custom design service alongside our digital printing technology. Our experienced designers can help at any stage in the design process, depending on what involvement you require. If you are looking for design ideas, re-colouration of existing designs or help with the development of a unique design that works perfectly with your rail interior design scheme, then we have the resource to help.

STEPS IN THE CUSTOM DESIGN PROCESS:

1. DESIGN BRIEF AND SAMPLES SENT IN VIA YOUR LOCAL FORBO REPRESENTATIVE.

2. FORBO DESIGN TEAM DEVELOP THE DESIGN.

3. MATCHING ANY PANTONE NCS/RAL OR MATERIAL SAMPLES SUPPLIED.

4. GRAPHIC DESIGN TO BE SENT TO THE CUSTOMER TO ENSURE THAT THE BRIEF IS FULFILLED.

5. A PHYSICAL SAMPLE IS THEN PRODUCED AND SENT TO THE CUSTOMER FOR THEIR APPROVAL.

6. ONCE ALL IS APPROVED BY THE CUSTOMER, THE ORDER CAN THEN BE PRODUCED.

CORAL MOVE VISION FR OFFERS REAL DESIGN FREEDOM